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About us
Founded: 2017
Enables circular solutions
Production facilities in Vilnius,
Lithuania
Local storage and service in
Oslo, Norway
24 employees across Norway,
Sweden and Lithuania

Looping is a company specializing
in the production of durable and
reusable transport packaging for
construction
modules,
housing
modules and steel containers.
We offer reuse as a service, making
sustainable
packaging
a
cost
while reducing mounting time and
unnecessary waste for our clients.
So far we have eliminated over 60
tons of single use plastic from the
construction and rental industry with
long standing clients such as Ramirent
and Cramo Group.
Their feedback is clear; going back
to single use plastic is not an option.
our primary motivation and we pride
ourselves on delivering a product
innovation that make our clients thrive.
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Our service
All of our products are produced
at Looping Production - our own
production unit in Vilnius, Lithuania.
They are made to reuse, meaning that
all of our products are hard wearing,
long lasting and durable. If any wear
and tear should occur we offer repair
and maintenance that ensure premium
quality and product performance
through the entire product life cycle.

To ensure a seamless customer
experience Looping has developed
that allows for unique control over
product flow and logistics. Our
solution keeps track of all products,
inventory and statistics otimizing the
reuse for our clients.
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Looping’s vision is to enable a world
where resources are cycled and
all waste has a value. Our mission
is to make reuse the new norm for
product design and to pioneer smart,
circular innovations that eliminate
unnecessary waste. All of our materials
are used to full capacity throughout
the product lifecycle. This allows for

Further, we aim to design our products
for reproduction. This means that
up to 50% of the materials are used
directly in the production of new
products after the end of the product
life. So far we have reused over 4000
meters of old covers and aim to
increase this metric as we grow and
expand our production facilities.

production costs.

From Looping production & service, to the customer and back.
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Partnerships
Looping works with dedicated partners to advance
solutions in the circular economy.
We believe collaboration is essential to change value
chains and make reuse a climate friendly and cost
Through networks such as Circular Packaging Cluster
and UN Global Compact we work to address incentives
and government regulations that can facilitate more
circular solutions in the construction and rental industry.
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Logistics
Loopings production unit is centrally
located in the heart of Europe making
intensive. We are able to serve and
supply customers across Europe from
Vilnius, one of the fastest growing
production centres in Lithuania.
Our factory has years of experience
producing, repairing and sewing big
bags for reuse and our skilled workers
ensure the best possible production
standard under safe and sustainable
working conditions.

We pride ourselves on being agile and
customer centric while ensuring fast
delivery and time to market. To have
design, maintenance and production
in house allows us to have complete
control over the value chain and full
compliance with environmental and
labour regulations.

We strive to utilize co-transport
and spare capacity to lower the
environmental footprint of our
logistics operations. All Looping
products are transported either by
train or road transport. In the future
our aim is to deliver zero emission
transport powered by renewable or
hydrogen fuels.
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Tech
Looping has developed technology
that enables the logistics of reuse.
PAAS (product as a service) allows us
and the client to track inventory and
the reduction of plastic waste.

Statistics
Receive statistics of the environment impact and rental overview

Looping delivers the products and
picks up after use. Then we inspect,
repair if need be and clean the
products so that they are ready for
the next use.

Our customer portal PAAS allows for
easy and customer friendly ordering.
To make the experience more
seemless invoices are integrated into
the system and sent directly to your
portal where all relevant information
on your product and account history
is saved. PAAS also allows for quick
key customer data for accounting and
sustainability purposes.

Rental overview
See a billing overview over products, project, department or
company
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Product development
We have made a conscious choice to
invest in building our own capacity for
design and development. This way we
can be responsive to our customers
and through a collaborative design
process identify the best possible
solution for the customer.
Our designers have years of
experience in industrial design
with hands-on knowledge from the
construction industry. The Looping
philosophy for product development
is to make reuse possible through
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functional, smart products that solve
problems.
In addition to our existing product
range we can deliver customized
solutions and have a proven track
record of fostering new innovations
and pilot projects together with
industry partners. For more detailed
information on our process of product
development please get in touch or
visit our website www.looping.no

Start-up

Concept

Prototype

Detailing

Pilot

Launch

Research
Product review
Logistics analysis
Market

Concept development
Prototype

Prototype-test
Feedback
Adjustments

Prototype V2-3Detailing
Adjustments
Feedback adjustments

Extended product testing
Feedback
Logistics
Contract

Contract
Production
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Modulcover™
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HMS
During both assembly and
disassembly of the modules,
the workers use different tools
saws, hammers and knives in
akward positions and in high
altitude working positions,
increases the risk of minor
injuries.
In collaboration with the
workers, we have tried to
eliminate the use of tools as
much as possible to give them
a better and safer working
environment.

Old ways
A time-consuming and wasteful
solution of protecting and
transporting modules

The traditional way to protect
modules during transport and storage
has for a long time been done by using
single-use plastic, laths and nails.
This is both a time-consuming for the
producer as well as the customers.
Buying, storing and handling laths,
plastic and also affect the logistics
and storage.

On arrival, the plastic and wood
has to be removed, increasing the
waste handling and deposit on both
construction sites and in living areas.

15 kg
plastic waste

25 kg
regular waste
average waste pr module*
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Joint
action
Modulcover™ is a result of joint action
with our clients, working towards
developing the best solutions for
your modules. We offer covers for
both wood and steel modules with
solutions for door openings, complete
walls, and chapels.
Our covers are made of 100%
developed for the harsh nordic
weather, both during storage and
tranportation.
Together with the polymer institute
Norner we work with research
and
development
to
ensure
optimal material composition and
functionality
through
analytical
testing, evaluation of physical and
chemical properties, environmental
influence on material properties, as
well as plastic processing techniques.
We offer covers for both wood and
steel modules with solutions for
longside, short side, door and full
chapell.
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All Looping products are delivered
with an easy to use product manual
that entails step by step instructions
on how to mount, package and demount the product in addition to
measurements and product details.
our Modulcover ™ products and their
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Modulcover™

Wall

Key features:
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Side cover that allows for a quick
and easy assembly with corners
adjusted for lifting corners and
pockets.

- Accessible lifting hooks
- Assembly/disassembly 5-7 min
- Easy access for inspection
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Modulcover™

Door

Key features:
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for quick and easy access for
inspection of the modules.

- Assembly/disassembly 4-7 min
- Easy access for inspection
- Light weight and easy storage
- Assembly/disassembly 4-5 min
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Modulcover™

Flex

Key features:
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Our flex cover is an adjustable
modules in width or length.

- Assembly/disassembly 10-12 min
- Adjustable to width and length
- Quick tightening system
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Adapteo saves 12kg of single use plastic and
30kg waste when going from single use plastic,
wood and nails to our Modulcover™ Flex.
With every use.
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Modulcover™

Chapel

Key features:
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Our chapel is a complete cover
that protects the entire module
during storage and transportation.

- Accessible lifting hooks
- Safety hook openings
- Customizable velcro solutions
- Assembly/disassembly 8-12 min
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“Before, we covered the modules with single use
plastic and could use between seven and eight
kilos of plastic per module when moving.
By using the Modulcover ™, we save around 10
tonnes of plastic every year.
At the same time, we save over an hour on rigging
and dismantling because the system is easier to
use”
- CEO of Ramirent Norge Øyvind Emblem
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Our
customers

Jens Brustad
CEO & founder, Looping AS
jens@looping.no
+47 924 84 431

+47 944 84 757

Erik Lundquist

Jørgen Sebastian Ebbel Frederiksen

We could not have been able to create quality products and services for a
circular solution without collaborating with our customers.
If you have questions regarding Modulcover and our services, or if you have a
problem that we could solve for you, feel free to contact us.

CEO Looping AB
erik@looping.no

jorgen@looping.no

+46 70-990 20 19

+47 481 30 282

Algirdas Petrulaitis

Morten Bastian Nordberg

CEO Looping Productions
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algirdas@looping.no

morten@looping.no

+370 690 00 082

+47 951 67 557
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Chapel for Mylift
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# thinkreuse

